Across
2. Wields infinity goblet; obsessed with finding infinity stones
4. aka Doctor Doom
6. Robot; mind gem rests in his head
10. Rock Monster
14. Tech that allows him to fly; in the comics he has wings
17. Green alien with a sword
19. Billionaire; also know as Tony Stark
22. Warrior of Wakanda
23. Plant
24. Racoon
25. Spiderman's nemesis that's and African animal
26. Spiderman's nemesis; quick ____
29. Incredible eye sight; wields a Bow and Arrow
30. Ice giant; god of mischief
31. Telekinesis
33. Metal Beast sent form Asgard
34. Flying whistle
37. Supersspeeder

Down
1. Possesses shrinking tech
3. Can't see
5. Spiderman's nemesis that gives off an electric current
7. Friendly, neighborhood ________
8. aka Green Goblin
9. The First Avenger
11. Emits high temperatures
12. Wants the infinity orb
13. Sheild Agent; aka Natasha Romanoff
15. "Made of rubber"
16. Claws
18. Giant Green Rage Monster
20. Robot with artificial intelligence; wants to reform the world
21. Spiderman's nemesis; black goo
27. Peter Quill
28. Juggernaut
32. Prince of Thunder; Oden son
35. The destroyer
36. Octopus doctor